Templated assembly of biomembranes on silica microspheres using bacteriorhodopsin conjugates as structural anchors.
Membrane proteins are some of the most sophisticated molecules found in nature. These molecules have extraordinary recognition properties; hence, they represent a vast source of specialized materials with potential uses in sensing and screening applications. However, the strict requirement of the native lipid environment to preserve their structure and functionality presents an impediment in building biofunctional materials from these molecules. In general, the purification protocols remove the native lipid support structures found in the cellular environment that stabilize the membrane proteins. Furthermore, the membrane protein structure is often highly complex, typified by large, multisubunit complexes that not only span the lipid bilayer but also contain large (>2 nm) cytoplasmic and extracellular domains that protrude from the membrane. The present study is focused on using a biomimetic approach to build a stable, fluid microenvironment to be used to incorporate larger membrane proteins of interest into a tether-supported lipid bilayer membrane adequately spaced above a substrate passivated to liposome fusion and nonspecific adsorption. Our aim is to reintroduce the supporting structures of the native cell membrane using self-assembled supramolecular complexes constructed on microspheres in an artificial cytoskeleton motif. Central to our architecture is to utilize bacteriorhodopsin (bR), a transmembrane protein, as a biomembrane anchoring molecule to be tethered to surfaces of interest as a sparse structural element in the design. Compared to a typical lipid tether, which inserts into one leaflet of the lipid bilayer, bR anchoring provides an over 8-fold greater hydrophobic surface area in contact with the bilayer. In the work presented here, the silica microsphere surface was biofunctionalized with streptavidin to make it a suitable supporting interface. This was achieved by self-assembly of (p-aminophenyl)trimethoxysilane on the silica surface followed by subsequent conjugation of biotin-PEG3400 (PEG = poly(ethylene glycol) and PEG2000 for further passivation and the binding of streptavidin. We have conjugated bR with biotin-PEG3400 through amine-based coupling to use it as a tether. The biotin-PEG-bR conjugate was further labeled with Texas Red to facilitate localization via fluorescence imaging. Confocal microscopy was utilized to analyze the microsphere surface at different stages of surface modification by employing fluorescent staining techniques. Sparely tethered supported lipid bilayer membranes were constructed successfully on streptavidin-functionalized silica particles (5 mum) using a detergent-based method in which tethered bR nucleates self-assembly of the bilayer membrane. The fluidity of the supported membranes was analyzed using fluorescence recovery after photobleaching in confocal imaging detection mode. The phospholipid diffusion coefficients obtained from these studies indicated that nativelike fluidity was achieved in the tether-supported membranes, thus providing a prospective microenvironment for insertion of membrane proteins of interest.